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Construction Problems for AS Mathematics  
 

 

 
1. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Create points A, B and C fixed to the 
x-axis and D fixed to the y-axis.  
Construct a cubic that passes 
through A, B, C and D.  
 

 
2. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Create a triangle with one point on the 
origin and one point on the x-axis.  
Construct circles centred on each 
vertex such that all three circles touch 
each other. 

 
3. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Plot the curve f(x)=x² and add a point 
A to the curve.  Construct the point B 
such that the tangents at A and B are 
perpendicular. 

 
4. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Create two points A and B.  Construct 
a cubic that has stationary points at A 
and B.  
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Construction Problems for GCSE Mathematics 
 

 

 
1. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Given a square with variable side 
construct a rectangle with the 
same area whose sides are in the 
ratio 2:1.   
    
Can you extend this to n:1? 
 

 
2. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Construct the largest circle (in-
circle) in a 3-4-5 triangle?   
What is the radius of this circle?  
What about other triangles based 
on Pythagorean triples? 
 

 
3. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Given two points A and B 
construct points C and D so that 
ABCD is a rectangle with both 
sides independently variable. 
 
Construct a rectangle with twice 
the area whose sides are in the 
same ratio. 
 

 
4. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Construct 3 circles on the vertices 
of a triangle such that the circles 
always just touch.  
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SierpinskiTriangie

lnitialactivities:

- Hide the Grid and Axes of the coordinate system

- Set LabelIing - New Points Only

lnstructio n:

Construct a triangle ABC.

Edit its features. ln the colour tab set the black one, set the opacity to o.

Define the point D - the centre of triangle ,idu RB

Define the point E - the centre of triangle side BC

Define the point F - the centre of triangle sicle AC

Draw a triangle DEF.

Edit its features. ln the colour tab set the blue one, set the opacity lo 5o%.

Create a new tool named Sierpinski.

Main menu (top-right corner) -> Tools -> Create New Tool

output objects; poiı,ıts D, E, F, triangle DEF, sides of triangle DEF.

lnput objects: pints A, B, C

Name:Sierpinski

lnstructions: Click three noncollinear points

Use the toolto three blue triangles: ADF, DBE and FECto create the second leve|of



SierpiıskiTriangle,

Use the tooito prev,!rıus!;ı created triaı-ıgles tc forn,ı the thirc] ie,",elof Sierpins|<i

Tria ngie.

Hide ail the po!nts except ior A, B, C,

lnsert the cornlıo box Shoıv/Hide Object ı,ııith Caption - Le,;el ]_. Chcose

appropriate cbjects from the triangle construction anc] its sides.

lnsert the next two combo boxes lil<ewise - Level 2 and Level 3.

E A , frD,frf



System of linear equations visualisation

Create the applet, which will illustrate the system of linear equations visualisation.

No TooL PROCESS STEPS
L

ABc lnsert text ].:

System of lineor equations visualisation
2 lnsert slider for a1 (a_1), interval between -1-0 and

10, increment 0.1.

3 a=l
-*e --"

lnsert slider for b1 number (b_1); interval between -

10 and 10; increment 0.1.

4 Show lnput Bar (Menu - View - lnput Bar).

ln the lnput Bar (in the bottom under the graphics
window)type in linear equation of line1:
lİne_7: y=a_7x+b_7

5. lnsert slider for a2 Q_2), interval between -10 and
10, increment 0.1.

6 lnsert slider for b2 number (b_2); interval between -

10 and 10; increment 0.1.

7. ln the lnput Bar type in linear equation of line2



lİne_2: y=a_2x+b_2,

Click the right mouse button on line1 and choose
Settings - card Basic - Show Iabe|: Name and Value
(look polnt 4).

8
AEC lnsert dvnamic texts showing the formula of Line 1

and Line2.
1, Text 2: Line_l: line_7
2, Text 3 Line_2: line 2

Attentionll!
line_l an line_2 choose from the scroll list Advanced

9. Define the intersection of liner with line2 , using the
tool Intersect and clicking on the first and then the
second line. Point A will appear in the intersection
(Show the label Name and Value).

10
ABc lnsert dynamic text 4:

Solutibn:
x=x(A) (x(A) defines coordinate x of point A)
y=y\) (y(A) defines coordinate y of point A)
ATTENTıoN!!! ,/
ln case of texts x(A) and y(A) use empty formula box
from the scroll list Advanced. Type in everything in
one |ine and in the end seperate the texts using
Enter.

It. Format the texts. Here are a few ways of formatting
objects:

1) Click on the object you want to format with a
left mouse button, a shortcut bar which you
can use to format will appear.

2l Click on the object with a right mouse button,
choosing Settings and appropriate tab from
the context menu. The text can be bold, its
size and font can be changed.

Tips:

ı Show the label Name and Value for linel and line2.
o Change the colours of linel and line2.

ı Adjust text colour to linel and line2.

ı After Placing texts, place it choosing right mouse button and clicking on the text Fix
Object.

' lf You use LaTeX Formula and you want to insert Enter in the text use: \\, whereas for
Space use: \.

ı Scrol| the slider observing how the solution of coordinate system and its lines are
changing


